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SS-107 Lemonade Stand 
SS-105 Aqua Dot 
SS-102 Watermelon Hopscotch/Blue Skies 
SS-106 Summer Garden/Lime Stripe 
SS-101 Fireflies 
SS-134 Journaling Cards 
SS-135 Favorite Pieces 
SS-140 Fresh Verse 
SS-195 Dimensional Pop-up Stickers 
SS-197 Jewel Stickers 
SS-219 Flower Button Dots 
SS-166 Chipboard Buttons 
 

 
 
Yellow Cardstock 
Light Blue Cardstock 
Celery Green Cardstock 
Red Cardstock 
Dark Blue Cardstock (scrap) 
2”, 1 ½”, 1” Circle Punches 
Corner Rounder 
Scissors 
Scalloped Border Punch 
Adhesive 
Foam Adhesive 
Paper Trimmer 

 



Instructions: 
 
Basic Custom Flower Directions 
 
Note: Use the flower stickers on SS-135 Favorite Pieces sticker sheet for a visual of what the 
flowers look like. 
 
1. Punch a 2” circle from desired patterned paper or cardstock.   
2. Notch out 5 small wedges from around the circle to create your “petals”.   
3. Punch a 1 ½” circle from a coordinating piece of patterned paper or cardstock. 
4. Notch out 4 small wedges from around the smaller circle. 
5. Adhere the smaller circle to the larger circle with your favorite adhesive or foam 

dimensional adhesive. 
6. Embellish flower center as desired using SS-219 Flower Button Dot, SS-195 

Dimensional Pop-Up Sticker, or SS-166 Chipboard Buttons.  
 
Once you have the basic flower down, you can play around and add more layers, distress 
the edges of the flowers, use scalloped circles instead of plain circles, use some scalloped 
circles and some plain on the same flower, etc.  Just play around with your leftover 
embellishments from the following cards and have fun layering! 
 

 
 

The flowers you see above are some combinations that I came up with using my 
leftovers…and I still have more leftovers!  
 
 



 
Sweet Summertime Card 
 
1. Cut red cardstock to 10” x 7”. Fold in half to create a card sized 5” x 7”. 
2. Cut white cardstock to 4” x 7”. Adhere to card front ½” from bottom edge of card. 
3. Cut a single strip of flowers from SS-106 Summer Garden that is 7” long. Adhere to 

bottom edge of white cardstock. 
4. Adhere grass sticker from SS-135 Favorite Pieces Cardstock Stickers directly above 

the SS-106 Summer Garden flower stripe. Trim to size. 
5. Add “Sweet Summertime” sticker from SS-135 Favorite Pieces to the lower left of 

card, slightly overlapping grass sticker. 
6. Create a custom flower embellishment, as follows: 2” circle from SS-105 Aqua Dot, 1 

½” circle from yellow cardstock, and a pop-up dot from SS-195 Dimensional Pop-Up 
Stickers.  

7. Adhere custom embellishment to the center of the remaining white space. 
8. To the right of your custom flower, add the red and yellow pinwheel sticker and the 

light blue flower sticker (with foam squares) both from SS-135 Favorites Pieces. 
9.  To the left, add the dark blue flower and the yellow flower (with foam squares), also 

from SS-135 Favorite Pieces, overlapping slightly so they don’t overhang the edge of 
the card. 

10. Embellish with three green buttons from SS-166 Chipboard Buttons as shown. 
11. Add one medium light blue jewel and one tiny dark blue jewel from SS-197 Jewel 

Stickers near each chipboard button to create a cluster. 
 
 



 
When Life Gives You Lemons Card 
 
1. Cut yellow cardstock to 12” x 4”. Fold in half to create a card sized 6” x 4”. 
2. Cut a solid blue area of SS-107 Lemonade Stand to 5 ½” x 3 ½”. Round corners and 

adhere to card front leaving an equal border of yellow. 
3. Adhere lemon border strip sticker from SS-135 Favorite Pieces along the left edge of 

the blue paper. 
4. Adhere lemonade stand sticker to blue paper centered and approximately ¼” from 

bottom edge. 
5. Adhere “when LIFE gives you LEMONS” and “MAKE” banner stickers from SS-135 

Favorite Pieces above the lemonade stand sticker. 
6. Cluster two lemon slice stickers, found on SS-135 Favorite Pieces, on the left corner 

of the lemonade stand countertop. Add a whole lemon sticker using foam 
dimensional adhesive. 

7. Add large jewels from SS-197 Jewel Stickers to the green stripes on the bottom 
portion of the lemonade stand sticker. 

8. Add tiny jewels from SS-197 Jewel Stickers to the yellow scallops on the top portion 
of the lemonade stand sticker. 

9. Create a custom flower embellishment as follows: 1 ½” circle from SS-105 Aqua Dot, 
1” circle from yellow cardstock, and a small red button from SS-166 Chipboard 
Buttons. Add a small red jewel from SS-197 to the cover the button holes. 

10. Adhere flower with foam dimensional adhesive to the front of the lemonade stand. 
 
 
 
 



 
You Make Me Happy Card 
 
1. Cut celery green cardstock to 5 ½” x 8 ½”.  Fold card in half to create a card sized 5 

½” x 4 ¼”. 
2. Cut three 1 ¾” squares from light blue cardstock and three 1 ¾” squares from SS-

105 Aqua Dot. Distress edges by scraping your open scissor blades against them. 
3. Adhere to card front, creating two rows and alternating solid and pattern. 
4. Add white scalloped border along bottom edge. 
5. Adhere white journaling card with yellow trim from SS-134 Journaling Cards to 

center of card. 
6. Create custom flower embellishment as follows: 2” scalloped circle from celery green 

cardstock, 1 ½” circle from dark blue cardstock, a foam square, 1 ½” circle from SS-
102 Blue Skies, 1” circle from S-102 Watermelon Hopscotch, and a yellow button 
from SS-166 Chipboard Buttons. 

7. Create a border of circles flanking the right and left sides of the custom 
embellishment using a combination of pop-up circles from SS-195 Dimensional Pop-
Up Stickers and small red buttons from SS-166 Chipboard Buttons. 

8. Embellish the pop-up circles with jewels in coordinating colors from SS-197 Jewel 
Stickers. 

9. Add a dragonfly sticker from SS-135 Favorite Pieces. 
10. Add “You Make Me Happy” sticker from SS-140 Fresh Verse. 
 
 
 



Hello Sunshine Card 
 
1. Cut light blue cardstock to 8 ½” 

x 8”. Fold card in half to create a 
card sized 8 ½” x 4”. 

2. From leftover light blue 
cardstock, punch thirty 1” 
circles.  Adhere randomly to card 
front allowing some to hang over 
the edge.  Trim overhang. 

3. Adhere grass sticker to bottom 
edge of card and blue glittered 
scallop sticker to top edge of 
card, both from SS-135 Favorite 
Pieces. Trim to size. 

4. Adhere sunshine, clouds (with 
foam adhesive), “hello sunshine”, 
and small dragonfly from SS-135 
Favorite Pieces to card front as 
shown. 

5. Cut two thin flower stems from 
SS-106 Lime Stripe and three 
small leaves. Adhere to card. 

6. Adhere red flower from SS-135 
Favorite Pieces to one stem using 
foam adhesive. 

7. Create custom flower 
embellishment as follows: 1 ½” 
circle from SS-101 Fireflies, aqua 
dot chipboard button from SS-
166 Chipboard Buttons, foam 
adhesive square, red circle 
sticker from SS-135 Favorite 
Pieces, small yellow chipboard 
button, two tiny aqua jewels from 
SS-197 Jewel Stickers. 

8. Adhere to other flower stem. 
9. Embellish flower stem with five 

small jewels from SS-197 Jewel 
Stickers. 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 

 


